1Lt Don Whitmore
by Charles Cornelison
Our class started in the fall of 1963 with 67 members but over time and the
inherent belief that the band came first our numbers dwindled or we went
from engineering to business administration to survive, academically.
One of our classmates who had majored in band was Don Whitmore.
Don was a fun-loving but dedicated classmate who sold a record number of
Highty Tighty albums. Unfortunately his dedication to the band took its
academic toll.
In the early spring of 1967, 1LT Don Whitmore came, unannounced and in his
dress A Army officer’s uniform, to my room to see me. We caught up for
several minutes as I prepared for class. He was very proud to show me his
orders to go to Vietnam in a couple of weeks as an Armor officer commanding a
platoon of APC’s. I could see his pride and commitment and told him “to keep
a low silhouette”.

In a matter of a few weeks I was advised by his family that during the first
week “in country” he had been killed in action by an enemy rocket attack on
his platoon. They asked me to attend his funeral in Harrisonburg on behalf
of the Highty Tighties. In spite of the fact that Change of Command had
occurred a few days earlier, I attended in dress B and offered our condolences
to his family and his fiancé.
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The Kentucky Trip
by Charlie Cornelison
The decision to travel with the team for the KY game in the fall was initially
prompted by the fact that one of the girls I had been seeing off and on for several
years at Radford had transferred to KY.
I met her at an area VT alumni function on campus before the game at which I
learned that she had another date that was also at UK, a lifetime boyfriend who
she eventually married.
The show which had looked so bad at practice was well received by both VT fans
and KY fans. I had threatened at practice in Lane Stadium that if we didn’t do it
well I would cancel the busses and we would not go to KY; a threat that was real
and the next time it looked great.
I still hear from area alumni during my travels that were there and still remember
the show and the reaction of KY alumni. We even marched across the UK campus
to the VT locker room without incident. Our excitement probably outweighed
common sense.
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The Liberty Bowl
The night before our trip to perform on national television I (Charlie) received a
call on the Band Company phone from the Virginia Tech police that two juniors
had been apprehended inside a dorm room in Eggleston, drunk, saying that they
wanted to get haircuts before the band left for the Liberty Bowl the next morning.
The officer said that they would take them to jail or release them to my custody
(this would be the third time that I was given that choice). After a long pause, I
said that I would come and get them.
I told them that they would be on the study bus to Memphis which they
understood but said that they had really stocked up for the trip. I told them that
apparently they had already consumed a lot of it
By the time that I returned to my room, General Schewe showed up in his blue
bathrobe, a sight to behold, demanding that they be placed on strict military
probation and not be taken to the Bowl.
I told him that I understood about SMP but we would need their “bodies” on the
field or the gaps would be apparent on national television. He relented.
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Randy Sinclair and I had previously had a confrontation when money was found
to send the Corps and he ordered that we all would wear gray pants. I told him
that the band would be there in white ducks. He said that we would all be in gray
pants and I said that he might have a surprise waiting for him when he got there.
We went down on three busses and since we were leaving only days before fall
quarter exams, we had a drinking bus (John Irvin was responsible), a study bus
(Hazen was responsible) and a date bus (Charlie was responsible). The drinking
bus was occupied primarily by freshmen who were anxious to make the twelve
hour, 693 mile trip to Memphis a learning experience. Each of us had an Army
walkie-talkie to communicate should the need arise.
By the time we reached Bristol, TN, which was only 130 miles from Blacksburg, I
received a call from John that many of the freshman were now sick and we agreed
that it was time to shut down the HT Drinking Bus.
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We Go to William & Mary, by Request
I was sitting in Army ROTC class in the fall of ’66 when a Sergeant interrupted
class saying, “I need Cornelison”. I had no idea what it was about or what I had
done.
He drove me to Cassell Coliseum where I was escorted into the AD’s office where I
found Jerry Claiborne, Frank Moseley and “Moose” Mathews. Coach Moseley and
Coach Claiborne said that the team had met and had voted to ask that the Highty
Tighties to go to Williamsburg to play at the William and Mary game the next
weekend. They believed that they might be asked to go to a bowl game but they
were concerned that this game might be their undoing and they wanted the band
there to pump them up.
I said that of course we would go. We would do anything to support the team.
Coach Moseley said, “Great! They would pay all expenses in addition to the
$10,000 check that he had given me at the start of the season for band trips.
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I then mentioned that there was a problem, Fall Formals. Most of the band
had dates from other colleges who were coming to Blacksburg to attend.
“Could we take them with us?”
Moseley asked, “How many were we talking about?” I said “about forty”.
He turned to Mathews and asked how much and was told a figure that was
accepted and we were on to Williamsburg, except for one problem. Since
most of our dates were attending Radford, Madison, Longwood, Southern
Seminary and other women’s colleges they had permission only to come to
attend Formals, not go off to Williamsburg. As a result we had to contact all
of the deans, many of whom had to call parents to get permission.
They all gave permission and we had a great, but wet, trip and handily won the
game.
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Lane Hall
By Charlie Cornelison
Lane Hall was and is a special place for the band. It was old, it was drafty in
Winter, hot in the Spring but after living there for a couple of years one realized
that was from a different era but it was home.

One of my first memories about Lane Hall was the story about a long rifle
replica that had been liberated from the West Virginia mascot, the
“Mountaineer”, the previous football season.
The story that we were told by upperclassmen was that it was acquired
when the band went to Morgantown for a VPI vs. WVU football game. It
occupied a place of honor in the corner of third section.
Eventually, a number of mountain men had come to Lane Hall to reacquire it and the Highty Tighties fought back and eventually won the
battle of Lane Hall.
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The toughest part was cold weather that filled some rooms with snow blowing
through cracks in the window frames as well as the regular trip to the head
which was more or less outside.
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A senior privilege that ’67 only enjoyed for six months was to be able to
walk across the porch roof to other sections without going all the way
down to the first floor to get to another of the five sections.
As the story goes, one winter night a member of the class of ’64 didn’t
want to go to the head after a late evening of drinking beer at the Greek’s
and took care of the need on the tin roof. Shortly thereafter another senior
took to the roof to go to another section, but he encountered a bit of ice
on the way. He was heard by every Highty Tighty screaming as he went off
of the roof. Fortunately he was saved by the bushes that broke his fall.
Every Rat and a few upperclassmen thoroughly enjoyed the fact that a
senior had bit the dust
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The first day we returned to campus from Christmas break in January, 1967, I
received a call from the Commandant indicating that there had been a small
fire on campus and that the band had to move out of Lane Hall. I told him that
we didn’t want to move. He said that we didn’t have a choice. We had to move
into Brodie within 72 hours. He said, “It will only be temporary”.
Hopefully, Lane Hall will be re-occupied by the Corps and band as its
headquarters in 2017, fifty years later.
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Women Arrive at Virginia Tech
Up to our senior year VPI there had only been as many as one hundred women on
campus who were housed at Hillcrest, the “skirt barn”. I remember every quarter
as an underclassman scowering the new students in my classes for “women”. It
was such a rare sighting but it was very important to our survival.
Note by Lonnie Brooks – my wife Pat was one of the Hillcrest women. She says
she and the other Hillcrest girls used to get a standing ovation when she went
into her classrooms.
In the fall of 1966 VPI had admitted one thousand women students.
In our contemplation of our new responsibilities and new stripes, Jim Stark and I
felt that we should go down to Eggleston, in uniform, and help these young 18
year old damsels unload, and get phone numbers.
It was initially considered to be very productive trip. We eventually married two
of the ladies that we met. However, we also eventually divorced them several
years later.
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The Company Christmas Party – December, 1966
The band Christmas party was always a big event where we had fun, usually at
other classes’ expense, except for the seniors who sat on the front row of seats in
the Lane Hall lounge and observed skits and the giving of gag gifts.
The class of ’67 had never missed opportunities to “pull xxxx”.
I had heard that a number of juniors had done some things that had bordered
on hazing of freshmen. This was common as they were in the process of
“bucking for rank”.
So we seniors decided to teach them a lesson without taking it to the next level.
We used a mimeograph machine before a scheduled Saturday band practice for
the Liberty Bowl to prepare a general order reducing the CC, XO, and DM to
Cadet Privates for allowing the hazing and “promoting” three other seniors into
our positions.
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I remember well going to practice, with a baritone, no stripes and wearing a
silver hatband. A senior from another unit noticed and I stopped him before
he asked about my new uniform.
Afterwards, we went to the lounge and each class, starting with the freshmen,
put on their skit and exchanged presents. At the conclusion, I stood up and
announced that while it was tradition for the seniors to not put on a skit, the
class of ’67 felt that we should…and we had!”
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Shall We Release Them Into Your Custody?
The night before our trip to Memphis for the Liberty Bowl I received a phone call
from the police saying that they had two juniors in custody. They had broken into
Eggleston, drunk, saying that they were there to get haircuts for the trip the next
day. I was told that they could take them to jail or they could be released to my
custody. After due and prolonged consideration I told the police that I would
come and get them.
When I returned to my room I encountered the strange sight of Brig. Gen. Marion
W. Schewe, Commandant of the Virginia Tech Corps of Cadets standing in my
room in his navy blue bathrobe. He was not a happy Commandant.
He said, “These two cadets will not be going to Memphis!”
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I said, “General, I understand, and that is what they deserve, but that
presents me with a problem”. You see, we are going to be on national
television tomorrow and two holes in our ranks will stick out like sore
thumbs, and I ask you to reconsider. We can deal with them when we
return”.
He thought and said, “Alright but you place them on SMP (Strict Military
Probation) when you return.” I said, “Yes sir”.
After chewing on them a bit, I told the juniors the news plus the fact that
they would be on the “study bus” not the “drinking bus” as they had
planned. That did upset them as they “had purchased some really good
booze for the trip”.
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Colonel D.P. Barnett
My relationship with Col. Barnett really changed my senior year, from an
autocratic Deputy Commandant to being a part of the team, bordering on real
but professional friendship. In private, he called me “Captain Charlie” and I
called him “Col. Dave”.
On more than one occasion I would be awakened in the mornings during MCQ
by the presence of Col. Dave squatting beside my lower rack, in full uniform,
softly calling my name wanting to iron out a band issue.
Shortly after the band arrived at the Memphis motel on a cold December night
for the Liberty Bowl Jim and I had gone to our rooms when we heard a
commotion outside around the swimming pool that sat in the middle of the
complex.
We looked outside and saw freshmen, in their underwear running from rooms
from one side, jumping into the pool, swimming across the to the other side,
jumping out and escaping to rooms on the far side. Jim and I had decided that
we wanted no part of the icy water when we heard frantic knocking at our door.
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It was Col. Barnett.
He was yelling, “Capt. Charlie, you need to come out here and do something”.
I responded that “the water was so cold that they would tire of it and neither
one of us should go out and confront them or we might end up very wet and
very cold”. He said, “Well, okay, but maybe we should go to our rooms and
take names from the windows”. We agreed that it was a prudent plan.
I learned that he always knew more than we thought he did but his love for
the band was stronger than he ever let us know.
I figure that his son (Tom?), who went on band trips and acquired a new
vocabulary from the Highty Tighties ,is in his mid to late fifties today. I’m
sure that he could add to these memories.
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Tom Barnett
Many memorable trips to the Redskin games. I always wanted to know what has
happened to all the band members. My Dad was Col. Barnett. When we lived in
Eggleston, the band was in East Eggleston and I woke up to reveille every morning.
Love that 64 trip ... remember the World's Fair parade and having a visit to the new
Union Carbide, their CEO at the time was a Corps alumni, maybe Band alumi.
We started a small scholarship in Dad's name for a member of the Regimental Band
and I had the opportunity to present the band a new baton in the late 80's. I still
wear the gold cufflinks with the VT - Highty Tighty.
This band was formative to me and I will always hold more than fond memories. I
know I'm not an "Alum" but I had the opportunity to travel via trains to Roanoke and
Richmond ... Fun thinking of those times ... thinking of a Band Cadet named (last
name) "Clark", funny guy ... Just remember those early morning trips and the signs
on the buses. Also a Trailways bus driver named "Travis" always drove the first bus ...
a real piece of work.
I am actually surprised that I have not "run" into any members through the years. I
will keep in touch.
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General M.W. Schewe
During our senior year it became apparent that the General never quite
understood the band but knew that our fans were the entire university and
beyond. He didn’t quite understand what made us work but it did and he wasn’t
about to meddle in the details of how we made it work.
On behalf of the band, I answered to Dr. Hahn, Dean Dean and Coach Mosely,
and occasionally, him. We both operated with the philosophy that he ran the
Corps and we ran the band.
A memorable example was shortly after Change of Rank he called me into his
office and told me that three African-Americans had applied, were accepted
and wanted to be in the band.
He stated that if we didn’t want them then he would tell Mr. Creasy to assign
them to another unit. I replied that if they had been accepted and played
musical instruments they should be in the band. However, with a class history
of reaching decisions as a class that I wanted to discuss it with my class.
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We met as a class and discussed it at some length. At its conclusion it was
decided that they should be Highty Tighties.
I will never forget that when fall came they were housed in fifth section on
the first floor, a location that received a lot of upperclassmen traffic so I
made a point of stopping by their room.
Fall of 1966 was the year that NBC converted all of their network
broadcasting from black and white and some color programming to full
color. Hung on their wall was a poster commemorating the event, ”Welcome
to the Wonderful World of Color!”
With an attitude like that they had very few problems with upperclassmen.
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Tom…
Tom was always the music master; always even-tempered, fatherly and proud to
be a part of the best band in the land. I don’t think that I ever saw Tom mad,
even when he should have been.
As a freshman he was one for whom the freshman system didn’t exist, they were
“his boys”. During our junior year as chairman of our concert band I got to
know him personally.
One day around Memorial Day we were planning to go to render Taps at Jim
Schaeffer’s grave at the Blacksburg cemetery. He said, “Charlie, when I’m gone
there is no need to do this for me. Just come by and pour a bit of Jack Daniels
on my grave”. I am told that he is buried is his uniform with a baton, a pack of
his favorite cigarettes and a fifth of Jack Daniels.
Tom only offered advice other than about our music when asked and usually it
was, “whatever you boys think”. I have later learned from Charlie Moore, HT ’49
Executive Officer, that Jim Schaffer was very involved with band decisions, but
looked after freshmen and was an important member of the band’s senior
leadership.
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Towards the end of my senior year he made a point of saying that he would
miss us, paused and said, off-handedly, “but I always feel that way and the
next senior class rises to the occasion.”
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Dean Dean
Until our senior year we were told that the VTCC was commanded by the
Commandant, Brig Gen Marion W. Schewe. Beginning in the fall I learned that
the real boss was “Dean Dean”. When we needed approval for any policy or
budget issue I had to see Dean Dean.
The first issue of any significance was for our class plan to attend the Rose Bowl
parade in Pasadena, CA. We had made application, without regard to the cost,
and were accepted. We had to respond, by telegram, within 72 hours. The cost
to fly 140 Highty Tighties to California, meals and military lodging was about
$20,000.
I took this information to Dean Dean and asked for approval in the belief that
VPI, alumni and students would make it possible. As an aside I remember one
civilian R/A coming up to me saying that his dorm was prepared to raise money
because while he didn’t like the Corps, the Highty Tighties were their band too.
I will always remember Dr. Dean, smoking his ever-present pipe, leaning back in
his chair saying, ‘I’ll take it on my head, you tell them that you’re coming”. I had
previously learned that he rarely took responsibility for anything.
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I told the band that we were going and that it was time to start raising a lot of
money!
In a matter of hours I received a call from Dr. Hahn’s secretary that he wanted to
see me . Anticipating a problem I showed up at the appointed time with most of
the senior class.
Dr. Hahn congratulated us on getting the invitation and said that there was no
doubt that we would raise the money. However, the national exposure that it
would provide VPI would be no more than sixty seconds and given the fact that
those monies represented a substantial portion of alumni fundraising for that
year that would not be replaced by additional gifts and he had to balance
funding priorities for the university. He asked us to decline the invitation.
As a consolation prize he offered a trip to Jacksonville for a basketball
tournament during the Christmas break. We told him that we hadn’t sought the
Rose Parade invitation simply to go on a very nice trip. We considered it to be
the second best parade in the nation after the Presidential Inaugural Parade. If
Jacksonville was the alternative, we would decline. I had considered but had not
told him that Dean Dean had already approved the trip.
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As soon as I returned to my room I received a call from Dr. Dean’s secretary
asking that I come immediately.
When I arrived, Dr. Dean said, “I have one question, did you tell Dr. Hahn
that I OK’d the Rose Bowl trip? I told him no, and in a scene that I can still
picture, he leaned back in his chair with his hands behind his head, still
smoking his pipe and said, “You’re a good man McGhee”.
In the spring quarter I had another significant meeting with Dean Dean
when I was told that the Highty Tighty yearbook had not been approved by
the Student Budget Board, which he chaired. He proceeded to chew me out
saying that the $2,000 expense would be my personal responsibility.
At that, I said, “Dr. Dean, do you remember Pasadena?”
He replied, ‘It’s approved, get out of here!”
The next time I saw him was at a senior reception at Dr. Hahn’s home for
class of 1967 leaders where he clearly was intent on avoiding me.
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Two Freshmen Light a Fire
During the first week of fall quarter, 1966, Jim Stark and I decided to do “rounds” of
the dorm, Lane Hall, beginning with first section.
When we got to the second floor, we heard giggling and saw flickering light
through the transom which was unique to the rooms in Lane Hall. We looked at
each other and nodded that we needed to investigate so we bounded into the rats’
room.
Standing there were two rats, who shall remain anonymous, with their pants down
holding cigarette lighters, at attention, realizing that they had been caught by their
Commander and Executive Officer testing the theory of gas ignition.
I knew that I could have chewed then out but felt that the less said the better the
learning experience.
I simply said, “I trust that your parents will be proud of what you have learned in
the short time you have been a Highty Tighty, when I call them”. Jim and I turned
and left the room hearing them through the transom staring to cry over what they
had been caught doing. Of course that remained our secret.
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Guard Mount – May, 1966
Another tradition following Change of Rank, now Change of Command, was
that the band served as members of the Guard. The CO and Drum Major would
serve as Officer of the Day and Officer of the Guard, respectively, the following
week of a Guard made up of cadets from other units. The challenge for all of us
was to finally learn about manual of arms drills.
The band cadets did a great job of serving if only one time during the year.
The next week Hermann Fresse served as OG and I served as OD and cadets
served as the Guard. At Guard Mount we encountered cadets who had never
been Highty Tighties. Uniform deficiencies were numerous and we wrote them
up. I remember writing 27 sticks and Hermann had done a similar number.
Later that evening I received a call from Randy Sinclair, the new Regimental
Commander. He said that the unit commanders of the units represented said
that they wanted to meet and ask that we rescind the demerits. I told him that
we would but that I was not inclined to rescind them since we had used the
standards of the band and we didn’t know that a lesser standard existed.
The meeting was brief, the standards were discussed and we agreed to disagree.
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The Baton
by Charlie Cornelison
Hermann Frese and John Irvin - summer of ’66. Herman had suffered
academic problems and was forced to leave the university. Herman had to
deliver the drum major’s baton to John after John was named as drum major.
It was delivered to John in Bedford that summer on his motorcycle in a very
poignant scene.

